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ABSTRACT
Our intuitions regarding the usability and utility of generic versus domain-specific applications may be too simplistic. Empirical studies indicate that professional practitioners need both: (1) the rich, flexible formatting and editing features associated with generic tools, and (2) the supportive functionality offered by domain-specific tools. The problem is that today’s tools are either generic (and flexible) or domain-specific (and supportive), but not both. SmartMedia Tools change this situation by supporting practitioners to bridge this gap and work at different points along the flexibility/support continuum. SmartMedia Tools enable practitioners to begin with generic graphic elements and to gradually enrich SmartMedia with domain-specific vocabularies and relationships using graphical refinement, naming, prototype definition, and attribute refinement.

Domain-specific software is believed to be more useful and usable than generic software because users interact with familiar entities and do not need to build up domain entities from other lower-level operations [6, 10, 11, 14]. However, recent empirical studies indicate that these intuitions and even the dichotomy between generic versus domain-specific may be too simplistic.

Nardi and Johnson found that domain-specific software is often too rigid and limited to support the rich set of tasks that professionals need to perform [12]. In their study, professional designers preferred collections of generic graphic tools to slide making-specific software because of the generic tools’ greater power and flexibility. However, preferences for generic, domain-specific, or a combination of both types of tools were highly dependent on the user’s specific goals, which varied widely.

Sommer studied the use of collections of generic applications by design communities [18, 19]. She found that practitioners were using generic applications in very domain-specific ways. Over time, design communities created graphic vocabularies for expressing important domain concepts and well-defined representations for making important concepts and relationships visible. She observed that the flexibility and formatting features of the tools enabled designers to continually evolve their vocabularies and representations to better support changing work practices. However, her analysis showed that the tools’ generic nature had several negative side effects such as introducing cognitive and manual burdens on constructing and maintaining designs and hindering iterative design.

As these findings indicate, the question of whether generic or domain-specific software is better suited for many areas of professional practice is too simplistic. In fact, what many practitioners need are tools that bridge the gap between these two extremes by combining elements of both. Specifically, tools need to provide: (1) the rich, flexible formatting and editing features associated with generic tools, (2) the supportive functionality offered by domain-specific tools, and (3) computational mechanisms that support bridging the gap between these two endpoints.

Towards this end, we have created SmartMedia Tools enabling practitioners to work continuously along a
spectrum of generic (flexible) to domain-specific (supportive) graphic representations. SmartMedia enables practitioners to begin with generic graphic objects and to gradually enrich their tool with domain-specific vocabularies and relationships.

This paper begins by reviewing empirical findings to derive design requirements for SmartMedia. Next, a scenario illustrates how SmartMedia enables practitioners to enrich generic tools with domain-specific concepts. Finally, we compare this approach with other work in the areas of end user tailoring and incremental formalization and discuss the implications of SmartMedia for group work practices.

HOW TO BRIDGE THE GAP? DERIVING REQUIREMENTS BY EXAMINING PRACTICES

We are specifically interested in providing tools to support designers working in domains such as user interface design and software design. In our studies of three such design communities, workplace observations, interviews, videotape analyses, and analyses of design representations and tools, were used to understand long-term changes in design practices and representations [18, 19]. The major result revealed how design communities gradually construct and evolve their domain over time by defining important domain objects, creating and evolving representations for viewing these objects, and establishing relationships between objects and representations. The observed design process was labeled domain construction.

Domain construction both illustrates the need to bridge the gap between generic and domain-specific systems and offers insights into how systems might achieve this. Key findings from these studies — designers gradually evolve specialized representations, domain objects at different levels of explicitness are intermingled, evaluating and transforming design representations is difficult — have determined requirements for tools to support the observed domain construction process. These findings are reviewed here to motivate design requirements for SmartMedia.

Finding #1: Designers gradually evolve specialized representations.

Similar to others [2, 9], we observed that designers rely heavily on diagrammatic, pictorial, and other forms of visual representation (see Table 1). However, standard or pre-defined representations were not used. Rather, these designers considered communicating the evolving design to other design stakeholders as a crucial part of their job and continually tried to define new and improve existing representations to enhance the communication process. As a result, all communities ended up creating specialized design representations tailored to their particular needs (see Table 1).

These representations evolved as designers continually refined their form and their content. What was particularly striking was the interplay between refining form and content; the two were inseparably interwoven. Often, designers would begin to refine parts of the representation by changing graphical elements such as font, color, shape, or position. These refinements served to make previously implicit or tacit information visible and explicit to themselves and other stakeholders.

Table 1: Evolution of domain representations and objects in three user interface design communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Evolution of Representations</th>
<th># Objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphic Explicit Formal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unstructured text</td>
<td>3 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structured text + Tables</td>
<td>9 6 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphic templates + Hypermedia outline</td>
<td>4 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text + Simple tables</td>
<td>5 5 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Initial flow charts + Complex tables</td>
<td>5 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Later flow charts + Complex tables</td>
<td>9 7 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>15 14 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of these graphical refinements concerned the structure of representations. For instance, community 1 started out using unstructured text design representations. This representation eventually became very structured as graphical delimiters and other markings were introduced that later evolved into explicit subcomponents.

Many of these graphical refinements changed the content of representations by introducing new domain objects or modifying existing domain objects. Typically, new representations contained few, if any, explicitly represented domain objects. Over time as stakeholders interacted, these representations became populated with more domain objects, often depicted at greater levels of detail. As an example, the initial flow chart representation used by community 3 depicted only five domain objects, while later versions of the flow chart representation depicted nine objects (see Table 1, # Objects Graphic column). What was particularly interesting was the process by which domain objects came into being. Rarely did designers decide they needed a “menu” or some other object and then proceed to define that object in detail. Instead, domain objects and their parts emerged gradually while refining existing representations.

Figure 1 shows three stages in the graphic evolution of a voice menu representation used by community 3. The representation on the left is a “simple phrase table” used to represent any system action, not just voice menus, that expect a user response. Font size, font style, and position are used to distinguish parts of a menu such as the title, phrase, possible actions, and expected system responses. The representation in the middle shows the first pass at a graphic representation specifically for voice menus. This node from the initial flow chart representation distinguishes parts such as identifiers (PO.01), titles, and legal commands (1, security code). The representation on the right shows a refined voice menu representation. New parts have been reintroduced (i.e., the phrase) and parts have been graphically and semantically refined (i.e., the shaded title indicates the title is spoken in the interface).
Designers continued to refine both the look and content of formalized domain objects by adding new attributes, modifying existing attributes, and removing attributes. As the voice menu example shows (Figure 1), evolution was not a simple, linear march towards progressively elaborate objects. Many steps focused on simplifying existing representations by removing or refining existing attributes; e.g., the “phrase” attribute in the table representation (left) did not appear in the initial node representation (center).

These observations point to several mechanisms that tools must provide to enable practitioners to bridge the gap between generic and domain-specific systems. First, systems must allow practitioners to name classes of domain objects. Second, defining classes should follow the prototype definition model. In this object model, an existing object instance is used as a template for creating the desired class. Third, once a class has been created, it should be available for reuse in the system’s standard palette. That is, systems should support mixed palettes intermingling objects at different levels of explicitness. Finally, systems need to provide an underlying object model that is flexible enough to allow already defined and used object classes to continue to undergo attribute refinement.

Finding #3: Evaluating and transforming design representations is difficult.

Designers did not simply construct representations, they also evaluated representations to see if various design or project goals were being met by the artifact being constructed. Evaluation refers to the activity of analyzing a representation to see if it conforms to various criteria and constraints [1]. For instance, the designers in community 3 continually evaluated their design representations for compliance with existing user interface guidelines. These designers used a combination of visual inspection and mental simulation to aid in their evaluation process. For experienced designers or small designs, these practices worked fine. However, as designs grew large and complex, relying on visual inspection became increasingly problematic as important features and relationships became difficult to spot. Also not all designers are equally experienced; many newly hired designers lacked detailed knowledge of the interface guidelines thus did not know some of the relevant criteria. Thus, as noted by others [1, 8], relying solely on experience and practices is fraught with potential error and designers need tools that support their evaluation activities.

The basic design process followed by these communities was construct-evaluate-iterate. In all communities, a single design representation was insufficient to support this process (see Table 1). As noted by Norman, a good representation emphasizes the important objects and relationships and de-emphasizes the less important things [13]. However, there are many important aspects of any particular design and no single representation can show them all equally well. Thus, these communities created multiple representations that made different aspects of the design more visible and readily apparent. Besides serving visual inspection and evaluation activities, multiple
representations were sometimes created to facilitate iterative, collaborative design. For instance, the lead designer in community 2 created the hypermedia outline representation to make it easier to modify the textual parts of the design during collaborative design sessions with other stakeholders.

However, multiple representations created a transformation burden; i.e., members in all communities reported that going back and forth across the representations was hard work, both manually and cognitively. The problem stemmed from the highly interrelated nature of the representations. These representations shared many of the same domain objects; thus making changes in one representation required making changes in the related representation to maintain design consistency. Two design communities reported that this transformation burden negatively affected their iterative design practices. The problem was that the tools used by the designers did not support them at all in either locating related objects or maintaining consistency across representations. This lack of support occurred both when using different tools to create the different representations and when using the same tool to create the different representations.

The design communities we observed were all using generic software applications to create their design representations. Earlier, we saw that these tools offered many positive affordances such as graphical refinement. Some tools went a little further and supported designers to enrich tools with some awareness of important domain objects using techniques such as naming, defining classes, and mixed palettes. For the most part, where tools offered this functionality, designers took advantage of it. However, none of the graphics packages used by these communities supported this level of enriching. As discussed previously, all these tools broke down when it came to supporting aspects of their practices such as evaluation and transformation activities. These design communities could have benefitted from many of the active support mechanisms associated with domain-specific tools.

Specifically, tools must enable practitioners to take the next step and further enrich their domain objects with behaviors and evaluation functions to support mental simulation and evaluation activities. This requires making the domain object definition available for inspection and modification. As the transformation examples indicate, the domain object definition also needs to be accessible to other tools. However, since the essence of the transformation process is to change the visual representation of aspects of the domain objects, presentation information needs to be separate from semantic information. This separation is necessary to support graphical refinement processes on the same domain object in multiple representations.

In summary, we have enumerated several design requirements for systems to bridge the gap between generic applications and domain-oriented systems. The following two sections will show how these requirements are reflected in the design and use of SmartMedia tools.

SMARTMEDIA TOOLS: TOWARDS SYSTEMS THAT ARE BOTH FLEXIBLE AND SUPPORTIVE

We have developed a series of SmartMedia Tools [15] combining positive aspects of both generic and domain specific applications. The goal is to make systems that are both flexible and supportive by turning the current dichotomy of generic versus domain-oriented systems into a seamless continuum. Towards this end, SmartMedia Tools employ a specialized architecture and corresponding tools for refining domain objects both graphically and semantically (see Figure 2).

In generic graphics applications like MacDraw1 and flowcharting tools like Inspiration1, graphics objects can be accessed and manipulated only at the visual interaction layer using direct manipulation. Similar to these applications, SmartMedia Tools also provide a visual interaction layer supporting the direct manipulation of graphic objects. However, graphic objects in SmartMedia tools have two additional user-accessible representations: a system-supplied textual description of the object's presentation in the interface (the "presentation description") and a user-definable textual description of the object's meaning in the domain.
Figure 3. SmartMedia Flowcharting tool after initial tailoring (i.e., graphic to explicit transition).

(this "semantic description"). The presentation description summarizes the visual properties of objects (e.g., shape, size, color) and the semantic description specifies the domain-specific meaning of a graphic object (e.g., that a number represents a menu command). This description is saved for use by other applications in an open, object-oriented database.

Special editors are provided that enable users to inspect, extend, and modify the object descriptions directly. Relationships between parts of the presentation and semantic descriptions, such as evaluation functions, can be defined using spreadsheet-like functions. The representations are integrated in that changes in any of the object representations are reflected in all other object representations. Thus, changes performed by direct manipulation in the visual interaction layer are mirrored in the object’s presentation description. At any time, users can select a graphic object in the visual interaction layer and define a class based on its properties. Once defined, objects are available in the palette for future reuse.

The SmartMedia architecture enables SmartMedia Tools to seamlessly support the transition of domain objects from graphic to explicit to formal objects. SmartMedia Tools meet the requirements developed in the previous section in the following ways:

- Graphical refinement is supported by offering the general functionality of graphics packages and a palette supporting the reuse of previously defined domain objects.
- Naming and the incremental formalization of graphic objects is supported by prototype definition and the integrated presentation and semantics object editors.
- The definition of user-defined analyses and transformations functions is supported through spreadsheet-like functions as well as by making the semantic object descriptions open and accessible to other external applications.

In the following section, we will use a fictional scenario to illustrate this functionality in a concrete context.

SCENARIO: USING AND EVOLVING SMARTMEDIA

In this scenario, we use voice dialog design as our example domain. Voice dialog applications are systems with phone-based interfaces such as voice mail systems. Our scenario is informed by Sumner’s empirical study of designers working in this domain [19]. She described how designers of voice dialog applications continually adapted and improved their design representations. Here we will discuss how a SmartMedia Tool could have supported these designers to develop and evolve domain-oriented design support tools in parallel with their design representation.

Stella is a designer of phone voice dialogs at a major phone company. Until recently, she was using a textual description of the voice dialog interface as her design representation. However, this textual representation was getting unworkable for the larger designs she is working on now. From a previous job appointment, Stella has some experience using flow charts as a design representation. Stella uses a SmartMedia flow charting tool for experimenting with the new representation.

From implicit drawings to explicit design objects
Initially Stella uses the generic flowcharting functionality of the tool to produce her designs; i.e., she uses the provided boxes, ovals and arrows as her design objects. Doing these designs, she experiments with using different shapes for different interface components. Over time, she gains confidence that flowcharts are an appropriate
representation for the design of voice dialogs. Stella inspects her previous designs and detects that she is implicitly distinguishing domain-specific entities like voice menus, messages, and decision points. While doing the designs she was relatively consistently using different visual formats for each of these concepts, but she was not explicitly classifying the objects or labeling their subcomponents. Stella decides to adapt the tool to reflect the specific objects and operations she has evolved to better support her design practices (see Figure 3).

When creating new objects, Stella has to minimally define the presentation description and, optionally, the corresponding semantic description. For example, in her previous designs, Stella had graphically distinguished that voice menus had three subcomponents or parts: a menu name, a prompt, and options. She uses a voice menu from an existing design as a prototype for presentation description part of the class definition (see Figure 3, top left and bottom left). Parallel with the presentation description, Stella also defines the corresponding semantic description. She specifies that 'menu' objects have attributes like the menu name, the prompt and options (Figure 3, bottom right). The newly defined object is added to the system palette (Fig. 3, top left) and can now be used to create future designs more consistently.

**From explicit to formal design objects**

During the following weeks, Stella uses the newly defined objects for producing her designs. She also discusses her new design representation with her colleagues, customers and sub-contractors. In response to various problems and suggestions, Stella iteratively evolves and refines the presentation and the semantic description of the domain objects, and she also introduces the 'input' object as a new palette item. The result of this transition from explicit to formal domain objects is shown in Figure 4. The graphic look of domain objects has been elaborated to show more information in a way that emphasizes the important elements.

Also the semantic description has also been elaborated on further. The semantic information about the menu has become more structured through the introduction of new attributes (see Figures 3 and 4). Also new computed attributes were introduced in the semantic description (e.g., the too-many-options attribute) and the presentation description was extended using spreadsheet functions so that changes in the semantic description are automatically reflected in the interface of the visual interaction level.

**DISCUSSION**

In the previous scenario we have shown how a designer extended and adapted a SmartMedia tool that initially only offered generic flowcharting functionality to give domain-specific support in the context of voice dialog design. The domain-specificity resulted from the definition of palette items which are customized to reflect important concepts in the domain – visually (through the visual interaction layer), semantically (through the semantic description layer), and computationally (through evaluation functions and transformation by external applications). While the empirical evidence presented earlier indicates the validity of this approach, several important questions need to be considered:

- How is the SmartMedia approach different from existing forms of end user tailoring found in other commercial and research applications?
- Will practitioners tailor in the way we have described?
- Will providing this flexibility negatively impact group work practices by promoting divergent practices?
Comparison to other approaches
We use “tailoring” to refer to the entire range of adaptations supported by SmartMedia; i.e., from graphical refinement to the definition of evaluation functions. This approach to end-user tailoring is different from the kind of tailorability that can be found in applications like Word, Emacs, and Excel. This should not be too surprising because SmartMedia tools focus on supporting the definition of domain-specific graphical design representations. These applications are focused on document production and tabular analysis; to our knowledge, there are no commercial graphical applications supporting similar levels of end-user tailorability. Thus SmartMedia tools can be seen as a proposal on how graphic applications should be made end-user-tailorable. Still there exist similarities, as well as differences in the tailoring facilities provided.

A key difference with commercial applications is SmartMedia’s focus on enriching tools with awareness of domain objects. Word, like SmartMedia tools, supports the naming of objects (i.e., paragraphs) and the mapping of names and visual appearance through the definition of “styles.” This, however, is all the domain-oriented information that can be attached to a paragraph. Word does not enable users to specify that domain objects may have multiple subparts or to associate domain-specific behaviors or functions with defined objects. Emacs is another example of an editor that offers many opportunities for tailoring. However the approach to customization is very different from the one used in SmartMedia tools. Customization in Emacs consists of the re-definition of standard functions and the definition of new functions. Emacs does not support the naming of objects, nor does it support the creation of user-defined palettes. Excel and other spreadsheets support the naming of cells and regions and the definition of functions that use this information. However in spreadsheets, only instances can be named, not classes of objects. Thus, palettes of domain objects cannot be created and there is no support for creating design representations by combining reusable building blocks.

Several researchers have investigated end-user modification and programming in the context of building more flexible design environments [3, 5, 17]. Modifier provides a special interface and knowledge-based assistance to support designers to add new domain objects to their design environment [5]. Programmable design environments provide a domain-enriched dialect of Scheme that enables designers to define new domain objects and operations on the objects [3]. Both approaches differ from SmartMedia in that they require designers to explicitly formalize domain knowledge; i.e., render it machine-processable, before it can be used. That is, they do not enable designers to incrementally formalize domain objects during use.

The most similar approach is that of Shipman [16, 17], who pioneered many ideas and techniques associated with incremental formalization. In many respects, we follow in the footsteps of these ideas. However, there are important differences in both emphasis and approach. Shipman emphasizes using incremental formalization to support hypermedia knowledge-base evolution, not the development of domain-specific graphic design representations. He has focused more on providing computational mechanisms that scan for either textual or graphical patterns and suggest possible formalizations to the user. We have focused more on looking at how people incrementally formalize in practice and providing functionality that supports these practices. We feel that these two approaches are complementary and that, ultimately, both are needed.

Will practitioners tailor as described?
In the end, this is an open question to be answered by observing SmartMedia in use. However, our studies of design communities indicate that there is a need for this type of tailoring and that forms of it are already occurring to some extent. We also include two other observations as promising indications. First the motivation seems to already be present as we observed how these communities continually strive to improve upon their existing practices, and in many cases also their tools. Second, all three design communities had individuals who had taken on local developer roles [7]; thus an organizational infrastructure is already present to support further tailoring activities.

Impact on group work practices
Many people are concerned that providing such extensive tool tailorability will negatively impact group work practices. In many groups and organizations, smooth functioning depends on shared conventions, tools, and practices. A primary concern is that practitioners will tailor their tools in radically individualized ways and this will lead to diverging, and even chaotic, work practices and working environments. These are valid concerns that, again, will not be fully understood until we have observed SmartMedia tools in use over a long period of time. However, we believe that this is an unlikely outcome; that instead, tool tailorability promotes convergence in work practices. For instance, Trigg and Bodker studied a work group tailoring Word Perfect to support their work practices [20]. They found that over time, systematization emerged as the group took advantage of the tool’s tailorability to co-evolve their tools and work practices. As another example, the three design communities we observed were using generic off-the-shelf applications which offered hundreds of features and many forms of customization. These communities had plenty of opportunities to diverge. However, they did not. Instead we saw convergence, as they enriched their tools and evolved practices to promote the production of shared, standardized design representations.

IN SUMMARY
We observed that the dichotomy between generic or domain-specific software is too simplistic for many areas of professional practice. Instead, many practitioners, such as designers, need SmartMedia Tools enabling them to work continuously along this spectrum. An analysis of three design communities was used to derive design requirements for SmartMedia tools and a scenario was used to illustrate how SmartMedia features fulfill the stated requirements. SmartMedia Tools enable practitioners to gradually enrich generic graphics tools with domain-specific knowledge to support the creation and analysis of specialized design representations. During tool use, generic graphic objects are
incrementally formalized through processes of graphic refinement, naming, prototype definition, and attribute refinement to better support evolving work practices.
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